QuickIM

wireless

instant

messaging service is about

always staying in touch

MIDP 2.0 compatible
PalmOS compatible
BlackBerry compatible
Fits in less 100kb of Memory
Plug-n-play GUIs for more or
less advanced phones
Compatible with a maximum
number of phones (screen size
and color depth independent)
All messages are stored in a
separate language resource
file, so the software can be
localized easily

Instant messaging applications are today one of the
most popular forms of wired communication. Over 1
billion wireless devices are on the market and it has
been forecasted that very soon more people will be
accessing the Internet from a mobile device than from
a wired device.
Therefore, it is important to offer a global service so
that anybody can communicate using Instant
Messaging (IM) services whatever the device used
(PC, laptop, mobile phone, PDA, etc.) in an
interoperable manner.
QuickIM™ combines the popularity of the PC based
programs with the ever-increasing availability and
usage of the wireless messaging market. It provides a
user-friendly environment for mobile users, almost
identical to that of online instant messaging, differing
only in the fact that PC based instant messaging
communities will have access to wireless users. This
allows desktop users and mobile users to interact and
communicate via instant messages in a seamless and
fully interoperable wireless instant messaging
platform.
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QuickIM™ offers the most advanced set of functionalities for
mobile users.
Buddy List Management
Get buddy list, add buddy, remove buddy, block buddy,
etc.
Real-Time Status Notification Management (on-line, busy,
away, etc.)
Chat Room Management
Multiple users chat room, unlimited chat sessions support
Open Standard Support:
GPRS, EDGE, UMTS
J2ME, SMS, SimToolkit support
Advanced options
Quick Messaging Management: Pre-defined list of most
used messages
Smileys support in chat windows
Chat history support
Run in background, popup alert, vibration alert
Record / send pictures
Record / send audio messages
Multilingual user interface (available in most languages)
Unicode support and compatibility with Eastern Asian
languages such as Chinese, and “right to left” display
options such as Hebrew, Arabic
C++ / Java / J2ME versions available on multiple platforms,
porting to other platforms such as Linux can be provided
QuickIM is a a product of Hermes Technologies, a French
Software company which is focused on providing the best
software infrastructure for instant communication on global
wireless solutions adapted to their needs. The company focuses
on key mobile technologies such as J2ME, SMS combined
solutions. The company counts over 300 customers including
large corporations worldwide in over 20 countries, including
ISPs, telcos, Internet portals that have chosen their solutions.
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